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Renewing Ties with Villa Real
Candle for India
Candle (Caring and Addressing the needs of
Differently-abled Lives through Education) for
India is a registered charity supporting the
activities of Deepti Centre for Children with
Cerebral Palsy in Kerala, India.

Deepti Centre
Deepti Centre for Children with Cerebral Palsy
was founded on 19th August 2009 to care and
support children with special needs and their
families in Kerala. The motivation for Deepti
Centre is the experience of Dr. Mathew C.
Vargheese and Dr. Susan Mathew having a child
with Cerebral Palsy. Now 50 children are registered at Deepti where they receive free physiotherapy and care.
Deepti Special School: Deepti Special School
was officially inaugurated on 10th August 2010.
Deepti Special School is a major step in addressing the educational needs of these children.

Mathru Deepti (Mothers at Deepti)
Mathrudeepti is a fellowship of mothers at
Deepti who come together, share their experience, hope, improvement of their children in
order to encourage and strengthen each other
in their challenges and struggles.

Deepti-Villa Real Partnership

Enabling the Present,
Enlightening the Future

Deepti Centre is working in partnership with
Villa Real School, Consett, Durham, UK, which is
a leading special school for children with learning difficulties.
Supporting Candle for India
We are looking forward to have your support
and gift for the work of Candle for India among
the children with special needs. Please write
cheques payable to ‘Candle for India’ and send
to Caroline Molloy, 88 Featherstone Road, Newton Hall, Durham, DH1 5YP. Or transfer money
to Sort 40-19-31,
Acc 32087391.
For more information kindly contact Caroline
Molloy <caroline.molloy@yahoo.co.uk> or
Gill Stringer
<g.stringer100@durhamlearning.net>

Deepti Special School is
working in partnership with
Villa Real School, Durham,
UK. Thanks to the Head
Teacher Gill Stringer and
her very committed colleagues who visited Deepti
in 2010 August and spent
time with children and parents at Deepti. Mathew
during a short trip to UK in
Mathew with Gill Stringer at Villa Real School
connection with his ministry, paid a quick visit to Villa Real to meet Gill and her
staff. He took with him the love and regards from the staff, children and parents
at Deepti and he was received with much enthusiasm. It was a time of recollection and reflection. Recollection of the good memories of the visit of Villa Real
team and their work at Deepti. Marie, Sue, Rachel, Michel and Natalie asked
about the children and their parents at Deepti, by remembering their names.
Children at Deepti are very close to their heart. They are looking forward to visiting Deepti again. Mathew was very pleased to see the photographs of Deepti
children, with an Indian flag at Villa Real. It is the continuation of a long standing relation between two countries, two cultures united by the love for children
who are differently-abled.

We fell in love with Ananda Krishnan: Lucy Lee, Asst. Head
Teacher Villa Real
Lucy Lee wanted to join the
team that visited Deepti last
August, but could not make it.
However, her dream came to
realisation in May 22nd when
she came to Deepti with her
mother Liz who is a retired
school teacher. Together they
worked with the children and
parents at Deepti for a week.
On the first day itself Lucy
asked about Ananda Krishnan. She came to know about him through her colleagues who visited Deepti earlier. He is a lovely boy who has severe form of
Cerebral Palsy coupled with repeated seziures and other ailments. His father is
a police officer. When Lucy came to Deepti, Ananda Krishnan was not well. “If
he can’t come to Deepti, I must go to him,” determined Lucy. However,
AnadaKriishnan came to Deepti with his parents and brother just on the last day
of Lucy’s visit. It was really a heart touching moment. “We fell in love with Ananthakrishanan,” holding the fragile but lovely hands of the boy Lucy said and we
saw mixed emotions flashing across the face of his mother. It is too good for her
to believe that a lady from England is so fond of her son who is physically challenged. Love transcends the barriers of language, cultures and nations and does
transform life too.
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Action song: Mum and Daughter

Colourful life

Gift from Deepti to Liz given by Benoy

Visit of Lucy and Liz was a treat for children at Deepti. Lucy could help children
with her experience and expertise in
caring and teaching children with special needs at Villa Real School, Durham.
She gave individual attention to each
child. Children enjoyed the story of
Elmer the elephant which was read for
them by Lucy and Liz. They wanted to
paint Elmer the elephant in stunning
colours. They taught action songs, role
play etc. Both children and their parents
joyfully participated in all activities.

Gift from Liz to Ganesh

Master Builder: Jyothish

News Snippets
Birthday greetings to Adityan and Athira the twins of Deepti who celebrated their 5th birthday on 15th June 2011. Both of them have CP.
Adityan is a very cute boy who is visually challenged. Athira is a bit
shy. She has learned Malayalam alphabets and started writing!.

Jyothish’
left hand
is doing fine.
take the cast
hands on his big brother Josh’ Drums.
two bunnies to play with him.

surgery on
went well. He
He can’t wait to
off and try his
At the moment, he is very excited to have

Up coming events:
Visit of Villa Real Staff
Gill Stringer, the Head teacher of Villa Real School, Durham is planning to lead a team of staff to Deepti in August. 2011.
Creative Play Training in Singapore
Mrs. Kunjamma Sunny, who has been working as the parent-staff coordinator as well as leader of creative play will be attending a training programme in Singapore in the third week of September. The trip and training programme are sponsored by
Caroline Essame, the Director of Centre-Stage Arts Company, Singapore, who visited Deepti along with her friend Caroline
Molloy, UK in last March. During their visit a workshop on Creative play was conducted and Deepti has included Creative play
in the curriculum.
New Appointment
Mrs. Rachel Peter has been appointed as the new teaching support assistant. She had worked as a pre-school teacher for many
years and has a great love for children at Deepti.
A Big thank you for all beloved partners of Deepti. Your involvement with the works at Deepti would make a difference in
the lives of children who have special needs.

